
Get to Market Faster with the Experts in  
Qt Development

Let’s Build Something, Together.
Smart Resources for Your Qt® Development Lifecycle
Blending art, engineering and technology, ICS works with your developers to build powerful applications to engage your audience. 
As the largest independent source of Qt expertise in North America, ICS provides integrated custom software development and UX 
design for touchscreen, embedded, mobile and desktop applications worldwide.

Integrated
Computer
Solutions 

Design
Leading Products Lead with UX 
Delivering your product is important. Delivering an application that  
works and people want to use is essential. It’s also good business. 
Leading with UX can help you build a leading product. Working 
with you, our UX designers develop an engaging experience while 
reducing time and costs and gaining a faster time to market. Many  
of our designers have engineering backgrounds and can resolve 
design integration challenges quickly. The real value of UX is 
evident when it is applied upfront to deliver what matters  
most – to the customer.

Develop
Qt Application Development Consulting 
Seasoned Qt engineers and project managers, who all have 
extensive experience on every level within a product life-
cycle, lead our Qt software development teams. 
They know the tough issues that can arise during development  
and provide knowledge cultivated over many years of solving a  
wide range of Qt development challenges, to accelerate your 
project and bring insight, no matter the complexity. 

Deliver
Great Products
We provide expert consulting, training, custom software 
development and UX design services to help you deliver  
a better product. 

Embedded and Mobile 
Whether you are developing an application for touchscreen, 
embedded or mobile devices, ICS can provide a jump-start on 
your own efforts. It’s how we apply our knowledge that makes  
the difference. 

High-Performance Desktop Applications 
Desktop applications can be risky and expensive. ICS delivers 
exceptional power and technology performance to give any  
product a competitive advantage. 

One Engagement. Many Possibilities.
ICS supports Qt developers with a wide spectrum of services.  
Our team of Qt software engineers is process driven and is 
always developing new solutions to some of the toughest and  
most complex issues faced by product-driven companies worldwide.  
Bring your best ideas and toughest challenges and let’s build 
something, together. 

Expert Training
ICS training keeps you on the leading edge of technology. We 
have put together intelligent lab-courses where our instructors 
present the subject matter in an understandable yet intensive 
format, taking the complex and making it simple.
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Great Products Start Here
Some Recent ICS Engagements Across Many Industries

How can we help you?
“ICS exceeded our expectations delivering a compelling  
user experience, delivering on time and on budget.”

—  Patricia Morris
 Director of Business Development  
 Marketing  and Communications  
 for Intel In-Vehicle Solutions Group

Consumer & Industrial
Precor designs and builds the finest 
fitness equipment and has set the standard  
for continuous state-of-the-art fitness 
innovation. ICS helped develop Precor’s 
next generation of Experience Series 
cardio equipment which features a  
Qt-enabled, high-end interactive 
touchscreen console.

Aerospace & Defense
ICS played a critical role, with custom-
written Qt interface objects, in the most 
comprehensive weapons modernization 
program in U.S. Army history. The program 
enables integrated battlefield engagements 
by everyone from unit commanders down  
to individual soldiers and out to adjacent 
units. Whether assessing overall unit 
readiness, directing over-the-horizon 
artillery or going door-to-door to clear  
insurgents, warfighters linked to modern  
sensors, systems, weapons and 
communications can make — and act 
upon — informed coordinated decisions in 
split-second time. 

Medical Systems
ICS provided Ivenix its deep test-driven  
software development experience and UI 
design capabilities to help deliver a safer, 
fully integrated, intelligent infusion pump 
management system. Ivenix is a leading 
innovative medical device company. This 
transformative infusion management 
system combines simplicity, state-of-
the-art engineering, UI development 
and information technology within an 
adaptive, fluid delivery platform.

IVI Systems
Intel® has introduced a new product family  
of In-Vehicle Solutions which offer optimized  
hardware and software foundations for 
automakers and suppliers. To show the 
power and functionality of these highly 
integrated solutions, they collaborated  
with ICS to build an IVI system to 
showcase its core features, impressive 
graphics capabilities and ease of use.

Agriculture
A global manufacturer of industrial 
agricultural equipment decided to modernize 
their in-cabin operator experience with a 
state-of-the-art touchscreen command 
center. ICS trained dozens of employees 
in Qt, while developing a customized and 
highly efficient Qt Widget set that reflects 
the customer’s brand. In addition, ICS 
developed the entire set of tractor apps 
delivering functionality such as throttle, 
transmission, SCVs, PTO and hitch but 
also the in-cabin infotainment experience 
complete with Bluetooth integration.

Medical Devices
Mevion Medical Systems provide 
radiation therapy systems used to treat 
cancer. Its flagship product, the MEVION 
S250™ Proton Therapy System can deliver 
precise treatment, while lowering costs 
dramatically. Mevion brought ICS in 
to assist in completion of the software 
development and testing to ensure a 
timely filing for FDA clearance.
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“The ICS engineers delivered the goods earning the 
respect of our developers with their relentless focus  
on solving problems and getting things done.” 

—  Curt Kienast
 Director of Software Engineering  
 Mevion Medical Systems


